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Accelerate Your Federal 

Market Success with 

GovCon360
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ACEL360 Accelerator:
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Growth acceleration 

programs for Federal 

contractors and tech

A team with a history 

of success with over 

200 clients 

Vast expertise and 

government & 

industry networks

Increased innovation 

in strategy, solutions, 

and approaches

Designed for:

Graduating 8(a)s and 

others facing 

increased competition

Underperforming 

small and mid-size  

GovCon companies

Private equity portfolio 

companies and 

ownership transitions

Protégé companies 

needing development 

support and guidance 
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Addressing Challenges and Roadblocks to Growth
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• EXTERNAL

− Tight Federal budgets

− Increased competition at both the 

contract and task-order level

− Contract-vehicle proliferation and churn

− Changing set-aside landscape

− Intense pricing and margin pressures 

− Risk-averse customers

− Rapidly evolving technologies

− Undercapitalized DC-area ecosystem 

for earlier-stage companies

• INTERNAL

− Ill-informed growth and valuation 

strategies

− Underleveraged, underperforming 

business development and capture

− Market inexperience and lack of exposure

− Thin talent bench, customer relationships, 

and contract portfolio

− Missing technology and certifications

− Transitioning company ownership

GovCon360 identifies and targets high-

priority challenges and opportunities
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GovCon360 Helps Companies Become Consistent Winners
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Metrics-based decisions and 
management

Improved ROI

Innovative tools and 
best practices

Productivity, Accountability, and 
Performance

More effective bidding Increased Win Rate

Better sales pipelines and 
pipeline management

Revenue Growth
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The GovCon360 Program Delivers . . .
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Disciplined, Actionable 
Roadmaps for Federal Market 
Success

Pipeline Development and 
Access to Clients / Prospects

Increased Access to BD 
and Technology Resources

New Ecosystems of Partners
and Revenue Sources

Dramatically increased competitiveness for small to mid-sized companies in the Federal market

▪ Partnering opportunities with 
key primes and other solution 
providers

▪ Improved solution approaches

▪ Ways to win the “war for talent”
▪ Enhanced capabilities for current 

teams

▪ Sound growth and value
creation strategies

▪ Winning Capture management
▪ Bid & Proposal excellence

▪ Over-the-horizon vision
▪ Realistic, qualified opportunities
▪ Increased focus and agency coverage
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A Comprehensive Approach to Building Value
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PIPELINE DEVELOPMENT

Utilize market intelligence and 
competitor data to shape sound 
growth strategies and qualified, 
actionable pipelines

MENTORING

Meet regularly with 
executive-level experts to 
build leadership and 
operational capabilities

PARTNER ECOSYSTEMS

Develop and engage the 
strategic partners needed to 
expand market reach and offer 
winning solutions

MEANINGFUL

INTRODUCTIONS

Meet targeted agency 
decision makers, industry 
leaders, advisors, and talent 
sources

CAPTURE MANAGEMENT

CAPABILITIES

Acquire best practices in all 
aspects of capture, including  
winning bids and proposals

NETWORKING & 
RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

Glean insights and innovative 
approaches with top industry 
practitioners and trusted peers

Market Penetration 
and Revenue Growth 
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GovCon360: An Acceleration Program with a Difference
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Program Format

Work on your business as you 

work in your business.

No need to take up residence with 

GovCon360 or leave others to run your 

business. You, your executive team, and 

selected other leaders participate via 

conveniently scheduled sessions—typically 

early- to mid-morning or late afternoon to 

early evening. Mentoring and hands-on 

internal sessions are scheduled at your 

convenience. 

The ACEL360 program format

▪ Weekly, hands-on working sessions—internal and 

cohort-based. All sessions are aimed at rapidly 

building the specific capabilities and processes your 

company needs to achieve increased revenue and 

higher valuation. Individual sessions take place at 

your location; cohort sessions, at ours (Reston, VA).

▪ Biweekly, one-on-one engagement between 

your company’s team leader and your mentor. 

Your mentor will be a seasoned Federal practitioner 

whose expertise aligns with your company’s needs 

and priorities, and who will bring in other experts as 

appropriate.

▪ Structured special events. These events provide 

exceptional opportunities for learning, strategizing, 

and networking as you engage with Federal 

marketplace leaders who represent potential buyers, 

partners, funding sources, and advisors.
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GovCon360: Catalyzing Growth and Success
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Over three dynamic months, you gain data, discipline, and laser focus.

Your company emerges from the program with:
• An authoritative baseline market valuation

• 36-month prequalified pipelines

• Strong business development and capture capabilities

• Strategic partner plans

• Merger & acquisition heat maps

• Productive new relationships with prospective customers, 
primes, partners, funding sources, advisors, and peers

Positioning your 
business for growth
through data-driven 

baselining and 
strategic thinking

Strategic 
Alignment

Laying the groundwork 
for growth through 

pipeline development 
and market research

Pipeline and 
Capture

Executing your growth 
strategy effectively by 
forming high-impact 

relationships 

Execution 
Excellence

GovCon360’s structured, intensive 3-month 
business acceleration experience prepares you to:

▪ Approach markets strategically

▪ Win more business and the war for talent

▪ Increase your enterprise value
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Month 1: Positioning Your Business for Growth
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Valuation baselining
You’ll obtain a current 
market valuation based 
on key determinants—and 
learn the most critical 
areas for improvement to 
achieve your company’s 
growth and value 
objectives. 

Pipeline assessment
We’ll work with you, using 
proven proprietary tools, to 
solve two fundamental 
questions:  (1) What 
revenue can your current 
pipeline generate? (2) How 
big does your pipeline need 
to be to hit your desired 
level of growth? 

Key Activities and TakeawaysFocus for Results

Valuation Tornado

Customized POINT Pipeline Sizing Tool

During this month’s 
sessions, you will acquire 
best practices and tools for 
more effectively leveraging 
market research and 
intelligence gathering to 
develop and grow your 
pipeline, build and lead your 
business development team, 
and form high-value 
strategic partnerships.
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Month 2:  Increasing Capture Success Rate

Focus for Results
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Key Activities and Takeaways

Pipeline Development
We’ll work with you to 
identify and develop a 
pre-qualified 36-month 
pipeline of opportunities 
to pursue—concentrating 
on the single most 
promising government 
agency via targeted PSC 
and NAICS codes. Identified Pipeline Opportunities
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This month we will hone 
your company’s ability to 
capture specific business 
opportunities. You’ll gain 
proven methodologies, 
tools, and tips for each 
phase, from opportunity 
identification and pipeline 
development through 
qualification, solutioning, 
and proposal development. 
You’ll also rethink ways to
leverage innovation.

BD & Capture
Over two intensive days, 
you and your team will 
acquire best practices and 
actionable tips of the trade 
for the entire BD & Capture 
life cycle, including winning 
bid and proposal 
development techniques.

Capture Assessment
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Month 3: Executing your Growth Strategy

Focus for Results
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Key Areas and Takeaways

Strategic Maturity Model

M&A clinic  
Leading buy-side M&A 
practitioners will advise you on 
when to use M&A as a tool for 
value creation, how to prioritize 
M&A targets, how best to 
approach financing, and what 
pitfalls to avoid.

Strategic Fit Heat Map

BD & Capture Maturity
Similar to a CMMI maturity 
model, create the repeatable 
processes and practices to 
ensure ongoing maturity in BD 
and Capture leading to 
predictable revenue growth.

This concluding month 
provides a variety of 
opportunities to meet and 
interact with individuals 
who will be instrumental as 
you accelerate your growth. 
These sessions will put you 
face to face with targeted 
prospects, partners, funding 
sources, and advisors in line 
with your pipeline 
opportunities.
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Why GovCon360 
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Why invest in yet another sales training program? . . . yet another consultant who promises contacts and 
relationships inside Federal agencies? . . . yet another business development person who spends more time 
relationship-building than revenue-building? . . . yet another “Hail Mary!” pass of any kind? . . .

With GovCon360, you invest in building your company’s growth and success 
long-term by bringing its business development performance to the A-level.

Throughout the program, our leaders work with yours to:

• Identify how your strategies, solutions, processes, and people can be strengthened

• Build disciplined, targeted approaches that lead to consistent execution and desired outcomes

• Develop the strategic relationships you need

• Ensure that all team members—your executives, 
business development professionals, account
managers, and other client/partner-facing leaders—
are positioned and prepared to succeed

Should your team need to add highly 
qualified players, you’ll gain access to our 
networks for identifying top business-
development and technology-solution 
talent.
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Your GovCon360 Return on Investment

Your company’s participation in GovCon360 is fee-based:

• You receive all components of the GovCon360 program at a fraction of their market value. 

• You ensure that every single dollar you spend on business development is a dollar well 

spent because you develop best-in-class prospecting, pipeline development, capture 

management, bid and proposal, partner engagement, and other strategic capabilities.

• You increase your revenue by acquiring the processes and people, resources and 

strategies to boost your win rate on proposal submissions.
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What’s your company’s current win rate? What would be the revenue impact of doubling or tripling it—
from 5% to 10% or 15%, from 10% to 20% or 30%?  By taking your win rate just 5% higher—from 20% to 
25%, for example—you’ll realize an ROI of $50,000 for every $1 million in proposals you submit.
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ACEL360’s Leadership and Partners
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Sanjay Puri is an entrepreneur and builder of 

successful businesses. After starting his career as a 

financial analyst for The World Bank, he founded and 

built a number of technology companies in the 1990s. 

In 2011, the Economic Times described his second 

startup, Optimos, as "among the top firms providing IT 

solutions to Federal government agencies.” He now 

draws on his experience to help other businesses build 

competitive capabilities. 

Bill Yarnoff is a technology marketplace veteran. He 

has held executive positions with several technology 

solution and services companies operating in the 

federal government market.  Most recently, Bill led 

business development activities for a cybersecurity 

training provider, and was also responsible for the 

formation of the Meridian Global Leadership Institute, 

offering programs supporting growth in global markets. 

Wolf Den is a hands-on, 

practitioner-led management 

consulting firm focused 

entirely on accelerating the 

growth of Federal contractors. 

Wolf Den helps clients identify 

and utilize growth levers 

across the strategic and 

tactical spectrum, including 

technical solution superiority, 

bid and proposal leadership, 

and innovative merger & 

acquisition approaches.
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To learn more, go to www.acel360.com. Or get 
in touch with Bill Yarnoff at (703) 944-9492 or 

bill@acel360.com.


